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Before We Begin:

• Suicide is an intense topic for some people. 

• If you need to take a break, or step out, please do so.

• Immediate Resources:

•National Suicide Prevention Lifeline: 988

• Service members and Veterans: Press 1 to connect with the 
Veterans Crisis Line.
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Overview

•Objectives

• Facts about Veteran Suicide

•Common Myths vs. Realities

•VA S.A.V.E. Steps

•Resources
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Objectives

By participating in this training, you will:

•Have a general understanding of the scope of Veteran suicide within 
the United States.

•Know how to identify a Veteran who may be at risk for suicide.

•Know what to do when you identify a Veteran at risk.
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Take a moment to consider:

What are your biggest 
questions around 
suicide and talking to 
people in crisis?
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Facts About Veteran Suicide
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Suicide is a National Public Health Problem

•Suicide is a national issue, with rising rates of suicide in the 
general population. 

•For every death by suicide, approximately 135 individuals are 
impacted. 



Suicide is a Complex Issue with No Single Cause

• Suicide is often the result of a complex interaction of risk and 
protective factors at the individual, community, and societal levels.  

•Risk factors are characteristics that are associated with an increased 
likelihood of suicidal behaviors. Protective factors can help offset risk 
factors. 

•To prevent Veteran suicide, we must maximize protective factors 
while minimizing risk factors at all levels, throughout communities 
nationwide. 
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Risk and Protective Factors
Risk Protective

• Prior suicide attempt
• Mental health issues
• Substance abuse
• Access to lethal means
• Recent loss
• Legal or financial challenges
• Relationship issues 
• Unemployment
• Homelessness

• Access to mental health care

• Sense of connectedness

• Problem-solving skills

• Sense of spirituality

• Mission or purpose

• Physical health

• Employment

• Social and emotional well-being

Goal: Minimize risk factors and boost protective factors



Key Findings:
2023 National Veteran Suicide 
Prevention Annual Report
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Veteran Suicide Deaths, 2001-2021
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Contributing Factors 
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What is Lethal Means Safety?

• In the context of suicide prevention, safe storage of lethal means is 
any action that builds in time and space between a suicidal impulse 
and the ability to harm oneself.

•Effective lethal means safety education and counseling is 
collaborative and Veteran-centered. It respects the important role 
that firearms and medications may play in Veterans’ lives and is 
consistent with their values and priorities.
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Most Suicidal Crises are Brief
Time from Decision to Action < 1 hour

Source: CDC WISQARS and US Dept. of Veterans Affairs 
https://www.mirecc.va.gov/lethalmeanssafety/facts/

Source: Simon, T.R., Swann, A.C., Powell, K.E., Potter, L.B., Kresnow, M., and O’Carroll, P.W.  
Characteristics of Impulsive Suicide Attempts and Attempters. SLTB. 2001; 32(supp):49-59.
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https://www.mirecc.va.gov/lethalmeanssafety/facts/


Lethal Means Safety Works
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Suicide 
is preventable.
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Common Myths vs. Realities
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Common Myths vs. Realities
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Myth Reality

People who talk about suicide are 
just seeking attention.



Common Myths vs. Realities
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Myth Reality

No matter how casually or jokingly said, 
suicide threats should never be ignored 

and may indicate serious suicidal feelings. 
Someone who talks about suicide 

provides others with an opportunity to 
intervene before suicidal behaviors occur. 



Common Myths vs. Realities
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Myth Reality

The only one who can really help 
someone who is suicidal is a mental 

health counselor or therapist. 



Common Myths vs. Realities
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Myth Reality

Special training is not required to safely 
raise the subject of suicide. Helping 
someone feel included and showing 

genuine, heartfelt support can also make 
a big difference during a challenging time. 



The Steps of VA S.A.V.E.
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VA S.A.V.E.: Teaching Communities How to Help Veterans at 
Risk for Suicide

VA S.A.V.E. will help you act with care and compassion if you 
encounter a Veteran who is in suicidal crisis. 

•Signs of suicidal thinking should be recognized.

•Ask the most important question of all.

•Validate the Veteran’s experience.

•Encourage treatment and Expedite getting help.
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Signs of Suicidal Thinking

Learn to recognize these warning signs:

•Hopelessness, feeling like there is no way out

•Anxiety, agitation, sleeplessness, or mood swings

• Feeling like there is no reason to live

•Rage or anger

•Engaging in risky activities without thinking

• Increasing alcohol or drug use

•Withdrawing from family and friends
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Signs of Suicidal Thinking

• Thinking about hurting or killing themselves

• Looking for ways to die

• Talking about death, dying, or suicide 

• Self-destructive or risk-taking behavior, especially when it involves alcohol, 
drugs, or weapons 
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The presence of any of the following signs requires immediate attention:



Asking the Question

Know how to ask

 the most important question of all…
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Asking the Question
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“Are you thinking about killing yourself?” 



Asking the Question
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Do’s Don’ts

DO ask the question if you’ve 
identified warning signs or 
symptoms.

DON’T ask the question as though 
you are looking for a “no” answer.
• “You aren’t thinking of killing yourself, 

are you?”

DO ask the question in a natural  
way that flows with the 
conversation.

DON’T wait to ask the question 
when someone is halfway out the 
door.



Validate the Veteran’s Experience

•Talk openly about suicide. Be willing to listen and allow the Veteran to 
express his or her feelings.

•Recognize that the situation is serious.

•Do not pass judgment.

•Reassure the Veteran that help is 

    available. 
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Encourage Treatment and Expedite Getting Help

•What should I do if I think someone is suicidal?
• Don’t keep the Veteran’s suicidal behavior a secret.
• Do not leave him or her alone.
• Try to get the person to seek immediate help from his or her doctor or the 

nearest hospital emergency room.
• Call 911.

•Reassure the Veteran that help is available.

•Call the Veterans Crisis Line at 988 and Press 1.
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What to Do if a Veteran Expresses Suicidal Ideation During a 
Phone Call

• Keep the caller on the line (do not hang up or transfer).

• Remain calm.

• Obtain identifying information on the caller (name, phone number, and current 
location).

• Conference call to VCL (don’t hang up until VCL responder has the call).

• Enlist co-workers for assistance via Instant Messaging in Teams.

• If caller disconnects, call back immediately.                                                                                     
If no answer, dial 911 and VCL (988 and Press 1.).

Tip: Practice conferencing in calls at your desk with coworkers.
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When Talking with a Veteran at Risk for Suicide

• Remain calm.

• Listen more than you speak.

• Maintain eye contact.

• Act with confidence.

• Do not argue.

• Use open body language.

• Limit questions — let the Veteran do the talking.

• Use supportive, encouraging comments.

• Be honest — let the Veteran know that there are no quick solutions, but help is 
available.



Let’s Talk It Out Together 
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Background Information
•Veteran is a 28-year-old, male

•Married with infant child 

•Recently separated from service approximately one year ago

•Physical pain due to sustained injury during time in service

•Recently laid off from third job since separation 

•Financial stress

•Social anxiety (Being around large crowds) and Post-Traumatic 

Stress prevented the Veteran from going on vacation with his 

family 



Scenario
You are the neighbor of a Veteran who typically greets you every morning 
on your way to work when they are walking their beloved dog. The 
Veteran is usually pleasant and engaging, however, the last few days, the 
Veteran has been increasingly irritable. The Veteran has not been outside 
with their dog as usual and has not been saying hello to you each 
morning. Yesterday, the Veteran placed multiple belongings including a 
medal he received during his time in service and several empty alcohol 
bottles in the recycling bin. You know that the Veteran’s family is out of 
the country on vacation. Recently, the Veteran posted on Facebook they 
are looking for a sitter for their beloved dog until their family returns. You 
begin to wonder if the Veteran is doing okay. What do you do next?



VA S.A.V.E.

S

A

V

E

Signs of suicidal thinking should be recognized.

Ask the most important question of all.

Validate the Veteran’s experience.

Encourage treatment and Expedite getting help.

Remember



Signs of Suicidal Thinking
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What signs can you identify in the scenario?



Asking the Question
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Do you think it is appropriate for the neighbor to 
ask if the Veteran is experiencing suicidal thoughts?



Asking the Question
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If you were the neighbor, how would you “ask the 
question”?



Validate the Veteran’s Experience
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How would you validate the Veteran?



Encourage Treatment and Expedite Getting Help
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How would you encourage treatment and 
expediate getting help?



Encourage Treatment and Expedite Getting Help
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The Veteran says no, what would you do?



Resources
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Free, Confidential Support 24/7/365
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• Veterans

• Service members

• Family members

• Friends
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Find a Local VA SPC at 
VeteransCrisisLine.net/ResourceLocator
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More than 400 SPCs nationwide.



VeteransCrisisLine.net/ResourceLocator
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Take a Moment — Reach Out 

https://www.va.gov/reach/spm/


Make the Connection

• Online resource featuring hundreds of 
Veterans telling their stories about 
overcoming mental health challenges.
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https://maketheconnection.net/conditions/suicide 

https://maketheconnection.net/conditions/suicide


Practice safe storage of firearms, 
medications and other lethal means

• Visit www.keepitsecure.net to learn more about the 
importance of firearm and other lethal means safety.

• Nearly half of all Veterans own a firearm, and most 
Veteran firearm owners are dedicated to firearm safety. 

• Firearm injuries in the home can be prevented by 
making sure firearms are unloaded, locked, and 
secured when not in use, with ammunition stored in a 
separate location

• There are several effective ways to safely secure 
firearms.  Learn more and find the option that works 
best for you and your family from the National Shooting 
Sports Foundation at www.nssf.org/safety
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http://www.keepitsecure.net/
http://www.nssf.org/safety


New Lethal Means Safety Resources 
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Reducing Firearm & Other 
Household Safety Risks Brochure 
provides best practices for safely 
storing firearms and medications 
along with advice for loved ones on 
how to talk to the Veteran in their life 
about safe storage. 

https://www.mentalhealth.va.gov/suicide_prevention/docs/Brochure-for-Veterans-Means-Safety-Messaging_508_CLEARED_11-15-19.pdf
https://www.mentalhealth.va.gov/suicide_prevention/docs/Brochure-for-Veterans-Means-Safety-Messaging_508_CLEARED_11-15-19.pdf


Mental Health Mobil Apps.
Mobile Apps - PTSD: National 
Center for PTSD (va.gov)
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https://www.ptsd.va.gov/appvid/mobile/index.asp
https://www.ptsd.va.gov/appvid/mobile/index.asp


Safety Plan now in PTSD Coach!

To access the Safety Plan:
1. Download* and open PTSD Coach
2. Tap the lateral menu 
3. Tap Safety Plan

National Center for PTSD website:
https://www.ptsd.va.gov/appvid/mobile/ptsdcoach_app.asp

https://www.ptsd.va.gov/appvid/mobile/ptsdcoach_app.asp


Coaching into Care

Program for families and loved ones of 
Veterans, helping them encourage the Veteran 
in their lives to seek support.
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CALL 888-823-7458



Risk 
assessment 

Lethal means safety 
counseling 

Conceptualization of 
suicide risk 

Best practices for 
documentation 

Strategies for how to engage 
Veterans at high risk 

Provider support after a 
suicide
 loss (Postvention)

www.mirecc.va.gov/visn19/consult 

Free consultation and resources for 
any provider in the community or VA 
who serves Veterans at risk for 
suicide.

Request a consult: 
srmconsult@va.gov 



Postvention Resources
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Uniting for Suicide Postvention (USPV): https://www.mirecc.va.gov/visn19/postvention/
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Available online for free: 
https://psycharmor.org/courses/s-a-v-e/

This free suicide prevention training video is less than 25 
minutes long and available to everyone, 24/7. It's offered in 
collaboration with the PsychArmor Institute.

https://psycharmor.org/courses/s-a-v-e/
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https://department.va.gov/suicide-prevention-annual-report 

https://department.va.gov/suicide-prevention-annual-report


Questions?
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Contact Information 
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Jennifer Stiletto Smith, LCSW-R

Albany Stratton VA Medical Center

Community Engagement and 

Partnership Coordinator (CEPC)

Email: Jennifer.StilettoSmith@va.gov

Phone: 518-248-0824

Kaitlynn Tredway, LPMHC 

Syracuse VA Medical Center 

Community Engagement and 

Partnership Coordinator (CEPC)

Email: Kaitlynn.Tredway2@va.gov

Phone: 315-802-3262

Michelle Chavarria, LCSW

Albany Stratton VA Medical Center 

Community Engagement and 

Partnership Coordinator (CEPC) 

Michelle.Chavarria@va.gov

Phone: 518-421-6576


